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A subgroup H is called c-normal in group G if there exists a normal subgroup N
 . gof G such that HN s G and H l N F H , where H \ Core H s F HG G g g G
is the maximal normal subgroup of G which is contained in H. We obtain some
results about the c-normal subgroups and use them to determine the structures of
some groups. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The relationship between the properties of maximal subgroups of a
finite group G and the structure of G has been studied extensively. The
normality of subgroups in a finite group plays an important role in the
study of finite groups. It is well known that a finite group G is nilpotent if
and only if every maximal subgroup of G is normal in G. As for the class
of supersolvable groups, B. Huppert's well known theorem shows that a
finite group G is supersolvable if and only if every maximal subgroup of G
has prime index in G. In term of normality, we have that G is supersolv-
able if and only if every maximal subgroup of G is weakly normal in G.
 w x .Refer to We, Theorem 1.8.7 . In this paper, we show that G is solvable if
and only if M is c-normal in G for every maximal subgroup M of G.
w xDeskins introduced the concept of normal index of a subgroup in De .
The normal index of a subgroup M of G is defined as the order of a chief
factor HrK of G, where H is minimal in the set of normal supplements to
 .M in G. We let h G : M denote this number. Some scholars have
developed a systematic method for using normal indices of certain maxi-
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 w x w xmal subgroups to determine the structure of the group G e.g., BB BE
w x w x.BM De . It is well known that a finite group G is solvable if and only if
 . < <h G : M equals G : M for every maximal subgroup M of G. The rela-
tionship between normal indices of subgroups and the structure of G is
not explicit in general. In fact, it is not trivial to see that the normal index
of a subgroup is well defined. By use of the concept ``c-normal,'' we can
make things easier and simpler. Also, some scholars try to characterize the
group structure, by using as few maximal subgroups with certain properties
 w x w x w x.as possible e.g., BB BE Wa . We can also easily imply and generalize
some known theorems by use of the concept ``c-normal.''
DEFINITION 1.1. Let G be a group. We call a subgroup H c-normal in
G if there exists a normal subgroup N of G such that HN s G and
H l N F H .G
It is clear that a normal subgroup of G is a c-normal subgroup of G but
the converse is not true. For example, S s C i C , C U S but C is3 3 2 2 3 2}
c-normal in S .3
DEFINITION 1.2. We call a group G c-simple if G has no c-normal
subgroup except the identity group 1 and G.
We can easily show that G is c-simple if and only if G is simple.
In this paper, we give some analogous properties of normal subgroups
for c-normal subgroups. We prove that a finite group G is solvable if and
only if every maximal subgroup of G is c-normal in G. We also try to
minimize the number of the maximal subgroups needed to characterize the
structure of G. As applications, we replace ``normal subgroups'' by the
weaker condition ``c-normal subgroups'' to generalize some known theo-
rems.
Let p be a prime and pX the complementary set of primes. Let G be a
finite group. Then we denote M - ?G to indicate that M is a maximal
< < < <subgroup of G. Also, G : M denotes the p-part of G : M . Consider thep
following families of subgroups:
DEFINITION 1.3.
 4F s M : M - ?G .
 4 < <F s M : M - ?G with G : M is composite.c
 < < 4F s M : M - ?G, G : M s 1 .pp
F s F l F .pc p c
p   . 4  .F s M : M - ?G, N P F M for a P g Syl G .G p
F s s D F p.pgp G.
F pc s F p l F .c
F sc s F s l F .c
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DEFINITION 1.4.
 .  4  .F G s F M : M g F if F is non-empty; otherwise F G s G.p p p p
 .  4  .S G s F M : M g F if F is non-empty; otherwise S G s G.p pc pc p
p .  p4 p .F G s F M : M g F if F is non-empty; otherwise F G s G.p
s .  s4 s s .F G s F M : M g F if F is non-empty; otherwise F G s G.
p .  pc4 pc p .S G s F M : M g F if F is non-empty; otherwise S G s G.
s .  sc4 sc s .S G s F M : M g F if F is non-empty; otherwise S G s G.
It is clear that all the above subgroups are characteristic subgroups
of G.
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a group. Then
 .1 If H is normal in G, then H is c-normal in G;
 .2 G is c-simple if and only if G is simple;
 .3 If H is c-normal in G, H F K F G, then H is c-normal in K ;
 .4 Let K , G and K F H. Then H is c-normal in G if and only if
HrK is c-normal in GrK.
 .Proof. 1 HG s G and H l G s H 1 G; hence H is c-normal in G.
}
 .  .2 By 1 , we need only prove the ``if'' part. Assume that G is simple
but G is not c-simple. Then there exists a nontrivial subgroup H, 1 - H -
G, such that H is c-normal in G. By definition, there exists N J G such
that HN s G, which yields that N / 1 and so N s G. It follows that
1 / H s H l G\ H \G, contrary to our assumption.G
 .  .3 HN s G, K s K l G s H K l N . K l N is normal in K and
H l N l K F H l K F H .G K
 .4 Suppose that HrK is c-normal in GrK. Then there exists NrK
 . .  .  .1 GrK such that GrK s HrK NrK with HrK l NrK F
}
 .HrK . It is easy to see that G s HN and H l N F H . The con-G r K G
verse is the same.
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite group. Then
 . p .  .1 F G is p-closed for e¨ery p g p G ;
 . s .2 F G is nilpotent;
 . p .  p ..3 S G is p-closed if p is maximal in p S G ;
 . s .4 S G has a Sylow tower.
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 .  p ..Proof. 1 Let P g Syl F G . By Sylow's theorem, there exists1 p
 . p .P g Syl G such that P s P l F G . If P U G, then there exists M -p 1 1 } .  . p . p?G such that N P F N P F M - ?G and so F G F M g F . ByG G 1
p .  .the Frattini argument, G s F G N P F M - ?G, a contradiction.G 1
Therefore P J G.1
 . s . p .  . s .2 It is clear that F G s F F G . By 1 , F G is p-closedpgp G.
 . s .for every p g p G . It follows that F G is nilpotent.
 .  p ..3 Let P g Syl S G . By Sylow's theorem, there exists P g1 p
 . p .Syl G such that P s P l S G . If P U G, then there exists M - ?Gp 1 1 } .  .such that N P F N P F M - ?G. By the Frattini argument, G sG G 1
p .  . < <S G N P . If G : M s q is a prime, by Sylow's theorem, q s 1 q kp.G 1
< < p . < < <But q S G and hence q - p, a contradiction. Hence G : M is compos-
p s p .  .ite and M g F . This yields that G s S G N P F M - ?G, a contra-G 1
diction. Therefore P J G.1
 . < s . <4 Let p be the maximal prime divisor of S G . The argument in
 . s .  s ..3 shows that S G is p-closed. Let P g Syl S G . Thenp
s . s . s .P char S G char G and it is easy to show that S GrP s S G rP. By
s s .  .induction, S GrP has a Sylow tower and so does S G .
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite group. Then
 . s .a G is nilpotent if and only if G s F G .
 . sb G is nilpotent if and only if M is normal in G for e¨ery M g F .
 .c G is nilpotent if and only if GrN is nilpotent for a normal subgroup
s .N of G which is contained in F G .
 . s . s  .Proof. a G s F G if and only if F s B, if and only if N P s GG
 .for every Sylow p-subgroup of G, and for every prime p g p G , if and
only if G is nilpotent.
 .  .b By the Frattini argument and a .
 .c Suppose that GrN is nilpotent and M is a maximal subgroup of
s  .  .G with M g F . Then MrN 1 GrN by a and so M 1 G. Part b
} }
implies that G is nilpotent.
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a finite group. Then
 . < <a G is supersol¨ able if and only if G; M is a prime for e¨ery
M g F s.
 . s .b G is supersol¨ able if and only if G s S G . G is nilpotent if and
only if M is normal in G for e¨ery M g F s.
 .c G is supersol¨ able if and only if GrN is supersol¨ able for a normal
s .subgroup N of G which is contained in S G .
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 .Proof. a By Huppert's well known theorem, we need only prove the
 .  .``if'' part. Let p be the largest prime of p G and P g Syl G . Then wep
claim P 1 G. In fact, if this is false, then there exists a maximal subgroup
}
 . < <M of G with N P F M - ?G. By assumption, G : M s q for a primeG
q - p, which yields that GrM is isomorphic to a subgroup of theG
< < <symmetric group S and hence GrM q!. In particular, P F M . Theq G G
 .Frattini argument yields that G s M N P F M, a contradiction.G G
It is easy to show that GrN satisfies the hypotheses of G for every
 .minimal normal subgroup N of G. Suppose that a is false and let G be a
minimal counterexample. Then G has unique minimal normal subgroup
 .N. It is easy to prove that N s P s F G and G s N i M with M - ?G.
 .Let q be the largest prime of p M . Since M is supersolvable, we have
 .  .  .  .that M F N Q F N Q for Q g Syl M l Syl G . Note that M is aM G q q
 .maximal subgroup of G and Q U G. We have that M s N Q . By ourG}
< < < <assumption, N s G : M s p is a prime, which yields that G is supersolv-
able, contrary to our choice.
 .  . scb By a , G is supersolvable if and only if F s B, that is, if and
s .only if G s S G .
 .  .c The same argument as that of Lemma 2.3 c .
w x  .In De , Deskins introduced h G : M , the normal index of a maximal
subgroup M in a group G. It is defined as the order of a chief factor that
supplements M in G. That is, if KrH is a chief factor of G with the
 . < <property MK s G and H F M, then h G : M [ KrH . For convenience,
 .we assume that h G : M is well defined. By definition, we can easily prove
the following:
LEMMA 2.5. If N is a normal subgroup of a group G and M is a maximal
 .subgroup of a finite group G such that N F M, then h GrN : MrN s
 .h G : M .
Proof. In fact, we may refine 1 1 N 1 G to a chief series of G and we
may assume that N F H 1 K with the property H F M and G s MK. It is
 . .easy to see that HrN F MrN and GrN s MrN KrN . By definition,
 . < .  . < < <  .we have that h GrN : MrN s LrN r HrN s LrH s h G : M .
3. THEOREMS
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite group. Then G is sol¨ able if and only if
e¨ery maximal subgroup of G is c-normal in G.
Proof. Suppose that every maximal subgroup M of G is c-normal in G.
We prove that G is solvable. Assume this is false and let G be a minimal
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 .counterexample. If G is simple, then by Lemma 2.1 2 , G is c-simple, it
follows that M s 1 and G is a group of prime order, a contradiction.
Hence we assume that G is not simple. It is clear that the hypotheses of
the theorem are satisfied by any quotient group GrK of G. A trivial
argument shows that G has unique minimal normal subgroup K with
 .K g F G . Then there exists a maximal subgroup M - ?G such that
K g M, i.e., G s KM. Since M is c-normal in G, there exists N 1 G such
}
that G s MN and N l M F M s 1. Then 1 / N. Hence K F N and soG
< < < < < <K l M s 1. Hence N s G : M s K , K s N. For any maximal sub-
group L - ?G with L s 1, we have KL s G. Since L is c-normal in G,G
< < < < wthe same argument shows that G : L s K . By a result of Baer Ba,
xLemma 3 , K is solvable. It is clear that GrK satisfies the hypotheses of
G. The minimal choice of G implies that GrK is solvable. Now that both
K and GrK are solvable, it follows that G is solvable, a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose that G is solvable and M - ?G. If M / 1,G
< <consider GrM and use induction on G ; we get MrM is c-normal inG G
 .GrM . Lemma 2.1 4 shows that M is c-normal in G. Assume M s 1.G G
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G, which is certainly abelian.
Then G s NM and N l M F M s 1. By definition, M is c-normal in G.G
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a finite group and M be a maximal subgroup of
 . < <G. Then M is c-normal in G if and only if h G : M s G : M .
 . < <Proof. Suppose M is c-normal in G. We prove that h G : M s G : M
< <by induction on G . If M / 1, then MrM is c-normal in GrM . ByG G G
 . < <induction, h GrM : MrM s GrM : MrM . By Lemma 2.5 we haveG G G G
 .  . < < < <that h G : M s h GrM : MrM s GrM : MrM s G : M . If MG G G G G
s 1, by definition, there exists a normal subgroup N of G such that
MN s G and M l N F M s 1. Since M - ?G, N is in fact a minimalG
 .normal subgroup of G. By the definition of normal index, h G : M s
< < < <N s G : M .
 . < <Conversely, suppose that h G : M s G : M . If G is simple, then
 . < <h G : M s G . Therefore M s 1 and so M is c-normal in G. Hence we
< <can assume that G is non-simple. If M / 1, we can use induction on G .G
It follows that MrM is c-normal in GrM and so M is c-normal in G.G G
Hence we can assume that G is a non-simple group with M s 1. Let NG
 . < <be a minimal normal subgroup of G; then MN s G and h G : M s N .
< <  . < <By assumption, G : M s h G : M s N . This yields that M l N s 1.
Therefore M is c-normal in G.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be a finite group. Then G is sol¨ able if and only if
 . < <h G : M s G : M for e¨ery maximal subgroup M of G.
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w xThis is the main theorem of De , and it follows directly from Theorems
3.1 and 3.2. In order to minimize the number of restricted maximal
subgroups, we establish the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a finite group. Then G is sol¨ able if and only if
there exists a sol¨ able c-normal maximal subgroup M of G.
Proof. Assume the theorem is false and let G be a minimal counterex-
ample. Let M be a c-normal solvable maximal subgroup of G. Then G
must satisfy the following:
 .a M is corefree. If M / 1, then MrM is a solvable c-normalG G
maximal subgroup of GrM , which yields that GrM is solvable andG G
hence G is solvable, a contradiction.
 .b There exists a minimal normal subgroup K of G such that
G s K i M. Since M is c-normal in G, there exists a normal subgroup N
of G such that G s NM and M l N F M s 1.G
Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of M, which is certainly an
 .elementary abelian p-subgroup with p g p M .
 .  .  < <.  .c C L s 1 and p, K s 1. In fact, C L is normalized byK K
 .  .both M and K and hence C L 1 G. If C L s K, then 1 / L F M ,K K G}
 .  .contrary to a . Therefore C L s 1. The orbit formula implies thatK
 < <.p, K s 1.
 . w x  .d K is a q-subgroup for a prime q. By G, Theorem 6.2.2 and c ,
there exists a unique L-invariant Sylow q-subgroup Q of K for every
 .  m.L  L.m mprime q g p K . For any element m g M, Q s Q s Q . That
is, Qm is also an L-invariant q-Sylow subgroup of K. The uniqueness
implies that Qm s Q, and hence Q, is M-invariant. Since M is a maximal
subgroup of G, Q i M s G s K i M. This yields that K s Q is a q-sub-
group.
Now both K and GrK are solvable, which implies that G is solvable,
contrary to our choice.
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a finite group. Then G is sol¨ able if and only if M
is c-normal in G for e¨ery maximal subgroup M in F .c
Proof. If F s B then G is supersolvable by Lemma 2.4. Assume thatc
F / B. We prove that G is solvable. Assume that it is false and let G be ac
 .minimal counterexample. If G is simple, then by Lemma 2.1 2 , G is
c-simple, it follows that M s 1 and G is a group of prime order, a
contradiction. Hence we assume that G is not simple. It is clear that the
hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied by any quotient group GrK of G.
A trivial argument shows that G has unique minimal normal subgroup K
 .with K g F G . Then there exists a maximal subgroup M - ?G such that
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K g M. Hence G s KM. Since M is c-normal in G, there exists N 1 G
}
such that G s MN and N l M F M s 1. Note that 1 / N. We have thatG
< < < < < <K F N and so K l M s 1. Hence N s G : M s K , K s N. For any
maximal subgroup L - ?G with L s 1, we have KL s G. Since L isG
< < < <c-normal in G, the same argument shows that G : L s K . By a result of
w xBaer Ba, Lemma 3 , K is solvable. It is clear that GrK satisfies the
hypotheses of G. The minimal choice of G implies that GrK is solvable.
Now that both K and GrK are solvable, it follows that G is solvable, a
contradiction.
Conversely, suppose that G is solvable and M - ?G. Assume M / 1.G
< <Consider GrM and use induction on G . We have that MrM isG G
 .c-normal in GrM . Lemma 2.1 4 implies that M is c-normal in G.G
Assume M s 1. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G, which isG
certainly abelian. Then G s NM and N l M F M s 1. By definition, MG
is c-normal in G.
We can also discuss p-solvability in terms of c-normality.
THEOREM 3.6. Let G be a finite group and p be the maximal prime di¨ isor
< <of G . If M is c-normal in G for e¨ery non-nilpotent maximal subgroup
M g F pc, then G is p-sol¨ able.
Proof. Assume that the theorem is false and G is a minimal counterex-
ample. Then
 . pc pc p .1 F / B. If F s B, then G s S G is p-closed by Lemma
 .2.2 3 . Hence P 1 G for Sylow p-subgroup P and G is p-solvable, a
}
contradiction.
 . pc2 M is c-normal in G for every M g F . It is sufficient to prove
that G has no nilpotent maximal subgroup M with M g F pc. In fact,
suppose that there exists M g F pc with M nilpotent. Since G is nonsolv-
w xable, Thompson's theorem G, 10.3.2 implies that M / 1. If M is a2
2-subgroup, then p s 2 and G is a 2-group, contrary to our choice. Hence
w xX XG is nonsolvable and M / 1 / M . By R, Theorem 1 , M is normal in2 2 2
G. It is easy to show that GrM X satisfies the hypotheses of G. The2
minimal choice of G yields that GrM X is p-solvable. Note that M X is2 2
solvable. We have that G is p-solvable, a contradiction.
 .3 G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N and GrN is
 .  .p-solvable. By 1 and Lemma 2.1 2 , G is not simple. For every nontrivial
normal subgroup N of G, the minimal choice of G yields that GrN is
p-solvable. Since p-solvable groups constitute a saturated formation, there
exists a unique minimal normal subgroup N of G.
< < < <If p ¦ N or N is a p-group, then N is p-solvable and then G is
< < <p-solvable, contrary to our choice. We assume that p N and N / N .p
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 .The Frattini argument yields that G s NN N . Let P be a SylowG p
 .p-subgroup of G such that N s P l N. Since 1 / N / N, N N / G.p p G p
 .  . pThere exists M - ?G such that N P F N N F M. Hence M g F .G G p
< <N g M follows from the fact that M s 1. If G : M s q with q a prime,G
< < < < <then q - p and G q!, a contradiction. Hence G : M is composite and
pc  .M g F . By 2 , M is c-normal in G, it follows that there exists a normal
< <subgroup K such that N l M F K l M F M s 1. G : M s 1 yieldspG
< <that N s 1, a contradiction. There is no counterexample and thisp
completes our proof.
4. APPLICATIONS
w xAs applications, we generalize theorems of Srnivasan S and Buckley
w xBu by replacing the ``normality'' condition by the ``c-normality'' condi-
tion.
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite group. Suppose P is c-normal in G for1
e¨ery Sylow subgroup P of G and e¨ery maximal subgroup P of P. Then G is1
supersol¨ able.
Proof. Assume that it is false and let G be a counterexample with
minimal order. Then
 .  .  .1 There exists p g p G with O G / 1. In fact, let p be thep 1
< <  .smallest prime divisor of G . If O G / 1, we are done. Suppose thatp1
 .P g Syl G . If P is cyclic, then G has a normal p -complement K. It isp 11
obvious that K satisfies the hypotheses of G. By our minimal choice we
 .  .see that K is supersolvable. Hence 1 / O K F O G for a primep p
 .p g p G . Now suppose that P is not cyclic and so there exists 1 / P -1
?P. By our assumption, P is c-normal in G. There exists a normal1
 .  .subgroup K such that G s P K and P l K F P F O G s 1. Sup-1 1 1 G p1
< < a1 a2 an < < < < < < a2 anpose that G s p p ??? p . Then K s G r P s p p ??? p . p is1 2 1 1 2 1
< <the smallest prime divisor of K . Hence K has a normal p -complement1
K which is also the normal p -complement of G. The same argument1 1
 .  .  .yields that 1 / O K F O G for a prime p g p G .p p
 .2 G has the unique minimal normal subgroup N with G s N i M,
where N is an elementary abelian p-group, M is supersolvable, and
 .  .  .  .  .C N s N s F G . By 1 , O G / 1 for a prime p g p G . Let N beG p
 .a minimal normal subgroup of G with N F O G . Then N is an elemen-p
tary abelian p-group. We claim that GrN is supersolvable by showing that
 .GrN satisfies the hypotheses of G. Suppose that P g Syl G with N F P.p
If N s P, nothing needs to be proved. Assume that N - P. Let P rN -1
 .?PrN. Then P - ?P. By Lemma 2.1 4 , P rN is c-normal in GrN. Now1 1
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 .consider q / p. Let Q g Syl GrN . Without loss of generality, we canp
 .assume that Q s QNrN with Q g Syl G . Assume that TrN - ?QNrN.q
 .  .Then T s T l QN s T l Q N s Q N with Q - ?Q. By assumption1 1
Q is c-normal in G. There exists a normal subgroup K of G such that1
 .  . .G s Q K with Q l K F Q . Note that TrN KrN s GrN and1 1 1 G
 .  .  .  .  .TrN l KrN s T l K rN s Q l K NrN F Q NrN F1 1 G
 .TrN . We have that TrN is c-normal in GrN. Hence GrNG r N .
satisfies the hypotheses of G. The minimal choice of G implies that GrN
is supersolvable. In particular, G is solvable. Since the class of supersolv-
able groups is a saturated formation, we can easily prove that N is the
unique minimal normal subgroup of G and G s N i M with M super-
 .  .solvable. Since C N 1 G and N is abelian, we have that C N s M lG M}
 .  :C N 1 M, N s G. Note that N is the unique minimal normal sub-G }
 .  .  .group of G. We have that C N s 1. C N G N yields that C N sM G G
 .   . .  .C N l NM s N C N l M s N. It is obvious that O G s 1 forG G q
 .  .  .  .any prime q / p and N F O G s F G . F G l M s B F O M . Ifp p
 .B / 1, then N B ) M and so B 1 G. This yields that N F B F M, aG }
 .   . .contradiction. Hence B s 1 and F G s N F G l M s N.
 .  . < <3 p is the largest prime divisor of p G and N s p. Assume that
< < a  .N s p and p is not the largest prime divisor of p G . Let q be the
 .  .largest prime divisor of p G and Q g Syl G . Since GrN is supersolv-q
able, QNrN 1 GrN. Hence QN 1 G. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
} }
 .QP s QNP is a subgroup of G. If QP / G, it is clear, by Lemma 2.1 3 ,
that QP satisfies the hypotheses of G. The minimal choice of G yields
that QP is supersolvable. Therefore Q 1 QP and so QN s Q = N. It
}
 .follows that Q F C N s N, a contradiction. Assume that QP s G. IfG
 .  .  .  .N F F P . Then by 2 , P s P l N i M s N P l M s P l M. It fol-
lows that N F P F M, a contradiction. Therefore there exists a maximal
subgroup P - ?P with N / P . Since P is c-normal in G, there exists1 1 1
 .  .  .K 1 G such that G s P K and P l K F P F F G s N. If P / 1,1 1 1 G 1 G}
 .then N s P F P , contrary to our choice. Hence P l K s 1. Note1 G 1 1
< < < <that K s p Q and p - q. We have that K has a normal p-complement
 .Q. This implies that Q 1 G, contrary to 2 . These contradictions show
}
 .that p is the largest prime divisor of p G . Note that GrN is supersolv-
 .able. This implies that PrN 1 GrN and hence P 1 G. Part 2 yields that
} }
 .N s P g Syl G . Let N - ?N. Then N is c-normal in G. So therep 1 1
 .  .exists K 1 G such that N K s G and N l K F N . By 2 , N F K.1 1 1 G}
 .N s N l K. Hence N s N is normal in G. N is a minimal normal1 1 1 1 G
subgroup of G follows from the fact that N s 1. Note that 1 s N - ?N.1 1
< <We have N s p.
 .  .From 2 and 3 , GrN is supersolvable and N is of prime order. We
have that G is supersolvable, contrary to our choice. This shows that there
exists no counterexample. The theorem is true.
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 :THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a finite group. Suppose that x is c-normal in
G for e¨ery element x of G with prime order or order 4. Then G is
supersol¨ able.
Proof. Assume that the theorem is false and let G be a counterexam-
ple of minimal order. Then
 .1 Every proper subgroup of G is supersolvable. Furthermore,
 .a There exists a normal Sylow p-subgroup of G such that G s
 .  .P i M, PrF P is a minimal normal subgroup of GrF P .
 .b If p ) 2 then the exponent of P is p. When p s 2 the
2 < < <exponent of P is 2 or 4. p G .
 .  .  :c There exists c g P but c f F P such that c is not normal
in G.
It is obvious that the hypotheses of the theorem are inherited for
subgroups of G. Our minimal choice yields that G is not supersolvable but
w xevery proper subgroup of G is supersolvable. The main result of Do
 .implies 1 .
 .  :2 x is a normal subgroup of G for any element x g P. Let
 . .x g P. Then 1 b follows from the fact that x has prime order p or order
 :4. Our hypothesis yields that x is c-normal in G. By definition, there
 :  :exists a normal subgroup K of G such that x K s G with x l K F
 :  .x . Let P s P l K. Then P 1 G. Assume that P F F P . ThenG 1 1 1}
 : .  : .  : < : <P s P l G s P l x K s x P s x . In this case, if x s p, it1
2 < < < < : <  .is contrary to the fact that p G . If P s x s 4, then F P s 1 and
 2:  . .  .1 - x 1 G, contrary to 1 a . Hence we can assume that P g F P ;1
 .  .  .  . .then P F P rF P s PrF P by 1 a . That is, P s P and hence1 1
 :  :P F K. It follows that x s x l K 1 G.
}
 .  . .It is clear that 2 is contrary to 1 c . Therefore there is no counterex-
ample and this completes our proof.
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